
THE DOLLAR DILEMMA

In one way or another, all the i&portsnt problems of current 
international economic policy are parts of an over-all problem which 
is commonly referred to as "the dollar problem." The so-called "dollar 
shortage" is certainly a "dollar problem." But, just as certainly, the 
problem of the maintenance of 0. S. export markets, and the protection 
of those export markets against discrimination, are "dollar problems."
The problems arising from recognition of the United States as a creditor 
nation ere likewise "dollar problems." The problems faced in attempting 
to realize on existing 0. S. private investments abroad, and to re
activate the flow of 0. S. private investment abroad are "dollar problems. 
The problems involved in attaining that "full convertibility of currencies 
which remains a central announced aiss of U. S. policy are unquestionably 
"dollar problems." Indeed, even the problems which arise when one 
considers aeans of implementing the President’s "Point 4" turn out, on 
examination, to be "dollar problems."

Everyone will agree, therefore, that there is in fact a 
"dollar problem," But I am not at all sure that everyone will agree 
on irhose problem the "dollar problem" is. It is certainly in some 
part e European problem, in the sense that the economic policies 
actually pursued by the Europeans will either facilitate or prevent 
a solution of the dollar problem. But I fear that not enough of my 
countrymen realise to what a large extent the "dollar problem" is
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an American problem* that it is tm American problem not only because 
the economic policies actually pursued by the United States will either 
facilitate or prevent a solution of the dollar problem, but also be
et use there is no visible "solution" of the dollar problem which will 
be without significant effects on the American economy»

This much would have been clear to my countrymen, long before 
nor, if memories of even the recent past were as fresh as they should be. 
If there is one lesson that should have stood out, above all others, from 
our experience *ith the inter-governmental debts of the first World War, 
it is that we should have realized at the outset what we were made to 
realize, in the end, only after the greatest bitterness and disillusion
ment. What we should have realised at the outset was that the payment 
of international debts involves, cbove all else, the shipment of &ooris 
from the debtor countries to the creditor country; that the importation 
of these goods on e large scale would inevitably have involved serious 
adjustments in the American economy; end that therefore the problem of 
inter-governmental indebtedness after the first World War was more of an 
American problem than it was a European problem.

I cannot believe that enough of my countrymen understand that, 
in precisely the same way, the present "dollar problem" is mors of an 
American problem than it is a European problem. For if they really 
understood this, they would be more aware than they have been that, as 
far as the economic policy of the United States is concerned, the 
«dollar problem0 is really a dollar dilemmaj that this dilemma must be
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resolved by firs decisions as to the direction in which we really 
intend to movej ihct the implementing of these decisions, whichever 
direction is decided upon, will bring consequences that will be 
unpalatable to tome section of the Asericsn public; and that nothing 
short of the greatest vision and courage on the port of our leaders 
can give assurance that the road actually followed will be the road 
of true national advantage to the Onited States.

Consider, for example, the problem of the so-called "dollar 
short?ge*w In its immediate aspect, this problem is reflected in a 
dollar "gap* —  amounting to something over four billion dollars —  

between the imports of the OEEC participating countries from the dollar 
eren, end the exports of those countries to the dollar area. This 
"gap* is being covered, for the most part, by E.R.P. * id from the 
United States Government.

Discussions of the "dollar short&ge,” as so conceived, 
rarely, if ever, begin by assuming that the United States will con
tinue indefinitely to cover the dollar gap by the free grant to 
European nations of money contributed by U. S. taxpayers. On the* 
contrary, they usually begin by assuming that by 195? (the date set 
for the ending of E.R.P.) the gap will somehow have been closed —  or 
at least made "manageable” —  so that U, S. taxpayers will no longer 
have to shoulder the burden. But in fact most of these discussions 
begin by assuming more than this. They assume that the closing of 
the dollar gap is entirely a European problem, both in the sense
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thst success o failure In closing the gap will depend entirely on 
the efforts of the Europeans themselves, &nd in the sense that &ny 
disturbances or burdens resulting from the closing of the gap will 
affect only the European economy and the European taxpayer, and not 
the American economy or the American taxpayer.

I am convinced that this attitude on the part of so many 
of my countrymen is completely mist&fcen. The truth of the matter 
is rather that the "dollar dilemma,” of which I h&ve spoken, is 
itself made up of several dilemmas, the very existence of which has 
not been adequately recognised.

The first dilemma is summarised by the clear inconsistency 
which characterises U. S. economic policy as it now stands. In the 
international field, we preach the doctrine of the free economy* in 
the domestic field we follow practices which are in complete contra
diction with the very concept of a free economy.

The second dilemma is presented by the relation between the 
desire, on the one hand, to increase imports as rapidly as possible 
in order to close the dollar gap, and the desire, on the other hand, 
to avoid serious inconvenience to eny part of the U. S. domestic 
economy thst might result from increased imports.
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The third dileisaa is presented by the relation between 
the desire, on the one hand, to maintain our export markets and 
the desire, on the other hand, to keep down imports end to bring 
1?. S. foreign aid to * speedy end.

Consider, to begin mith, the inconsistency between our 
preachment and our practice in the field of economic policy 
generally. At the present time, the United States is urging the 
European countries to abandon quantitative restrictions on imports 
from each other, in the nsae of & free international economy.
But fit the very same time, the United States Government, under 
legislation continuing certain of the war powers of the President, 
totally prohibits the importation into the United Stî tes of butter, 
oleomargarine, cottonseed oil, linseed oil, soy be^n oil, soy beans, 
flaxseed, lard, peanuts, peanut butter, peanut oil, sunflower seed, 
sunflower oil, tallow, and ricej it admits olive oil, rice products, 
and soap only in limited cuantities, and it subjects imports of 
cotton, rice, :nd sugar to cnnual quotas of the same type as that 
to which the United States has objected when such quotas have been 
imposed by European countries.
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What is significant about the»» examples of restrict!onism
is not that they are confined to agriculture« On the contrary, it 

would be easy to point to examples of the same type of restrlotionism 

in the industrial field* ranging from high tariffs on particular 

industrial goods (amounting in some cases to over 100 per cent) to 
the provision in American law which stipulates that repairs to 
American ships carried out abroad shall be taxed at the rate of 50 
per cent when the vessel returns to the united States« unless it can 
be proved that the vessel was so badly damaged as to be unable to 
return without such repairs*

imports« which is so clearly Inconsistent with our preaching of a 
free international economy, is a broader philosophy of propping up 
the domestic economy at all points at which the functioning of the 
*free economy*1 domestically begins to offer Inconveniences to the 
business^Interests or the labor involved. Is a particular firm
havi ‘fioultios? If we really had the faith in the
"free economy'* that we profess* we would ask Immediately whether 
there is any reason why the firm should not be allowed to go out of 
business« its capital being written off« and the labor transferred 
to other Industries Wnich are expanding* Instead, we ere ready to 
pervert the meaning of "full employment" to signify a guarantee 
that all firms now in existence and every worker employed by th ose 
firms must be kept doing what they are now doing.

Sor is this all* Behind this practice of restricting
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This, after »11, is why, in the financial field, we are 

faced by demands that the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, or 
some new financing agency, should, through loan operations, prop 

up the "victims” of that free economy which we preach with suoh 
eloquence on all possible oecasions. This is why, in the field 
of agricultural policy, we have been led into a program of support 
prices nhioh, if  continued end extended, will remove all flexibility 

from the agricultural sector of the price structure* This is why, 
in the field of labor policy, we have come to tolerate the growth 
of labor monopolies whose practices, i f  continued, will result in a 
complete rigidity of the price of labor, with all that this may 
mean in the way of a rigidity in the prices of the goods whioh 
labor produces*

X submit that if  a solution of the dollar dilemma is to 
be found in the extension of the free economy internationally, we 
should ask ourselves how we propose to reconcile our international 
preachments with domestic practices of the type I have just speci
fied*

Consider, now, the second of the dilemmas contained in pro
posed solutions of the "dollar problem*" lhat would be the conse
quences of an all-out acceptance of the principle that the dollar gap 

must be closed, at all costs, by a reduction of existing U* S* tariffs a t
A  ^ * ^ 4//

sufficiently far-reaching to assure a very rapid increase in imports 
into the United States in the next two yeurs? For some, the problem
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is supposed to bo solved by calculations designed to demonstrate that 

the total volume of sueh imports would bear so small a proportion to 

the total of U. S* production that we need not be seriously concerned 

about the resulting disturbances to the American economy "taken as a 
whole*." I do not quarrel with the accuracy of such calculations. My 
quarrel is with the conclusion that is too often drawn from the 
calculations! namely» that they are sufficient, in and of themselves, 
to demonstrate that no dilemma of national policy is involved*

For it should be clear that a discussion of the effects of 

large-scale imports only in terms of percentages relating to the 
U* S* economy "taken as a whole1* ignores a very vital fact* This is
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si^ply that the imports In < ueation could be concentrated within sectors 

of the national economy so narrow that the imports could in fact mean the 

death of industries anich, however small in relation to the economy 11 taken 
as a whole,*5 nevertheless repras nt the means of livelihood of a majority 
of* the inhabitants of specific localities. Shoes, textiles, % etches and 

pottery are cases in point. The u«stion of national policy which then 
arises, precisely because the localities involved may be *sm a ll* in rela

tion to the population as a whole, is whether it is fair to impose upon such 

small group« the full burden of adjustments from which the nation “as a 

whole** is expected to derive a net benefit. It is, indeed, this aspect 

of the problem which is likely to create a political reaction to drastic 

increases in imports into the United States, and to lead even our more en

lightened legislators, without "special interests” to defend, to fe e l that 

they cannot oppose* this reaction as entirely unreasonable, and this likeli

hood cannot be averted simply by pretending that no serious dilemma exists, 

from the national standpoint, in connection with programs for greatly in

creased imports into the United States in order to close the "dollar gap" 

within the next two years.

Consider, on tne other hc,nd, the third of our dilemmas* n&rnely, 

that which is presented if we start by giving u n u allfled adherence to 

the principle that the interests of U, 6. producers, no matter how small 

their aggregate contribution to the total national product, ;au. t be pro

tected against foreign competition. It remains true that, apart from such 

dollar aid as we cnooae to give foreign countries, the ability of these 

countries to buy exports from the United ¿tates defends essentially upon
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their ability to export goods and services to the United states* If,
therefore, we really insist on bringing foreign aid, In ail formaf to an 
abrupt end in 195^, the effect of granting full protection to U. S, pro
ducers against import* from abroad iiiii be & catastrophic narrowing oi the 
export markets of the Unit*d State» in *ii©&t, cotton, tobacco, corn, fats* 
oils, American machine^, manufactured good», and industrial raw materials, 
even in those Cates in which the United States has a clear price adv- ntage 
over other suppliers.

Ihen the problem is ut in these t^rma, it becomes clear that 
there cm be no thought of "solving** the problems of adjustment raised by 
the prospect of greatly increased imports simply by protecting' our domestic 
industries from milking th® adjustments which increased imports would re ulre* 
For, in protecting these sectors of th t community from the necessity of m t in g  

adjustments, we should simply be putting the full burden of adjustment, in 
the form of une^loymeut and loss of invested capital, on our present ex
port industries#

Nor would this be the end* The destruction of our export markets 
would* indeed, hurt the United dbatas sorely} but it would also hurt our 
allies abroad, to Whom the loss of their export markets w;?«Id m m  not only 
unemployment and loss of invested Capital, but «.Iso the long-run deteriora
tion of living standards that will inevitably r esult irom a div rsion of 
resources into uneconomic channels* It is hardly necessary to 1 ¿¿bor the 
point that this combination of unesaployasnt sad deterioration of living 
standards is precisely the Communist-breeding combination that would fores 
a very considerable acceleration of our armament program* It follows that 
trie search for a solution of the “doll r dilemma” in which the ov r-ri ling
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consideration woula be a reduction of the burden on the American taxpayer 
w uld become more illusory than ever*

Thi^ conclusion is reenforced if me consider *hat would happen 
to the American taxpayer as & result of the loss of the export market* 
of *u.ch a country a» Britain, in combination with the sudden cessation of 
U* S* aid to that country. There can be little doubt that Britain has been 
able to extend ec nomic and military ¿¿id to our other allies only because 
we have been willing to provide Britain with dollars, partly in payment for 
her exports to us, and partly in the form of direct «dd. It follows that 
if we cefe.se to provide Britian with dollars in either of these two ways, we 
shall be immediately confronted with the necessity for providing these 
other allies directly with the economic and rr.ilitary aid which heretofore 
they hive obtained from Britain, ¿gain, therefore, we shall be only delud
ing ourselves if we think that the destruction of the foreign markets of 
our allies and the sudden cessation of direct dollar aid to them will re
duce the dollsr burden of the American taxpayer.

Billet, then, remains? an examination oi the dilemmas into which
we would be forced by adopting either of th" opposite policies just dis-

on tiie one nand, or a arabtic restriction of imports cussed— a rapid acceleration of imports/(and therefore of exports), on the
other— might easily lead to the conclusion that there is in fact only one
way out: namely, the indefinite continuation of foreign aid by the United
States on a v?ry large scale. But even that conclusion would not free us
from the tangle of dilemmas into which we hsve been driven. For the very 
concept of an "indefinite* continu tion oi foreign aid means the taking of 
commitments with respect to the future use of our natural and fiscal resource®
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which no responsible iuaerican Qovernmeat could or should take. Yet, if
we ire not prepared to take such a commitment, fall on the other side 
of the dilemmas namely, that* having failed to make the adjust® nts which 
alone can make it possible to envisage the ultimate cessation of foreign 
aid, we may suddenly be confronted by the necessity to sake overnight a 
series of bitterly painful adjustments which, if they had been spread over 
a sufficiently long period of years, we mi^ht have been able to take in 
our stride.

X have been concerned in this article primarily to pose the
11 dollar dilemma" now facing the American people, rather than to pretend 
to resolve it. I have done so precisely because I am convinced that al
together too many of my countrymen,. even if they are prepared to recognize 
that a »dollar dilemma* does exist, are too ready with magically uick 
{< solutions* of the dilemma which are simply not adequate in view of the 
enormous complexities of the problem. Having said this, however, I should 
like to suggest that perhaps what is wrong with some of the various 
“solutions* proposed is not that they are completely wrong, but that they 
ure one-sided. I would suggest, further, that their real weakness resides 
in a failure to strike a balance bet een the need for adjustment, on the 
one hand, and, on the other, the need for finding ways to adapt the pace 
of adjustment to the realities of economic and political life as w* know them.

There is a danger, I grant, 'in exaggerating the seriousness of 
the pains of adjustment which are involved in any f r-reaching structur^JL 
change In economic life. Indeed, I am myself impressed by the fact thot 
it was found possible to reduce the European deficit on current account
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(the dollr "tap" ) » from more than eight billion dollars in 1948 to the 
ap roxiatetely four billions estii.ted for 1949-50, isith so liitLe dislocation 
to the American economy# *>ut there is ~t least an e ual danger that %e may 
unuerestia&te the pains of adjustment that will be required If we really 
insist on resolving the "dollar dilemma* by ext re/a© methods over too short 
a period#

It mould b© on® thing, for example, for the United State* to 
undertake a sharp and sudden reduction of existing? barriers to imports into 
the United States# It would be .uite another thing for the United States 
to refrain from setting up new barriers to such importsj clearly, the re
sulting dislocation to the Ar^rican economy would be such less in this second 
case than in the first. Similarly, it *>,ui- be one tning for the United 
States to b ve to face a sudden constriction of its exports as a result 
of a sharp increase in import restrictions or the sudden cessation of 
foreign aid. It would be quite another thing for the United States to be 
prepared to accept a gradual decline in thfjv sh<.re of U. S. exports in 
world trade; again, the resulting dislocation to the American economy 
would be ruuch loss in the second case than in the first, and the reason 
for tnis is that there «are long-run forces at work Milch will themselves 
tend to ease the problem of adju taent if we do not insist that the adjust
ment be made too uickly.

In the United States, for example, there &rs two major factors 
affecting the aggregate consumption and investment over longer periods.
One is the factor of population growthj the other is the growth in per 
capita income as a result of increased, productivity. If these factors are
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allowed to «cert their influence in increasing aggregate demand, there is 
no reason why a p^rt of the increase in aggregate demand could not be satis
fied by an increase in imports without wholly displacing the particular 
American firms no« producing for a looser level of aggregate domestic demand. 
Similarly, there is no reason why, over a sufficiently long period, an in
crease in U. $. domestic aggregate demand could not be satisfied by some 
of the products for wnich trior-» will be a gradually decreasing export market* 

There is a further factor, in addition to the two just mentioned, 
which should help the process of adjustment over longer periods; namely, 
the continuing depletion of our own natural resources. *or aa this process
of depletion goes on, we would be finding tha v  supmies,» necessary to our ,

/  it , , f, n j cy-

economy, which we are now provi^in^ irom domestic sources, coula be Imported 
from abroad without serious disturbance of domestic producers of the com
modities involved.

and finally, it should hardly be necessary to labor the point that 
the whole picture of world trade is bound to change, even if very gradually, 
along with whatever progress is made, over a period of years, toward the 
ending of the cold war and the establishment of a lasting Vvorld peace.

Tills, I suggest, is the setting, in which the future of foreign 
aid by the United States should really be discussed. &o one could seriously 
argue that it would be politically or economically ise, from the standpoint 
either of the United ut^tes or foreign countries, for the United States to 
plan, ~nd for foreign countries to expect the United States to commit 
itself, to pour billions of dollars abroad for the indefinite future, simply 
in order to exempt the nations involved from maKlng the adjustments required
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for a genuine solution of the »dollar dilemma.* *»e should ail oe clear
that adjustments «ill have to be madej and we should be clear th^t, on 
both economic and political grounds, the direction of the adjustments should 
be, not toward the mirage of national self-sufficiency and the disaster of 
a completely rigidified domestic economy, but toward the reconstitution of 
those genuinely int • motional financial and economic arrangements to which 
the governments of the western world are officially comitted and the 
maintenance of the “free* domestic economy of which we are so ready to boast# 
But to insist that we maintain a proper sense of the direction of re uired 
adjustment should not mean that «e must insist upon a rate of adjustment 
so rapid as to s t up political and economic reactions that will threaten 
a complete reversal of direction altogether#

In concrete terms, this would mean that, instead of insisting that 
the "dollar dilemma" bo resolved by 195a in a way that will involve no ap
preciable flow of U* S# foreign aid. after that date, we should be considering 
how post-1952 foreign aid could be so administered as to be consistent with

n
a solution of the dollar dilemma“ on a sound economic basis, over a period 
sufficiently long to allow the necessary adjustments to be effected at a 
pace which will not create disturbances which would jeopardize our long-run 
economic and political aims.

It is a question, if you will, of *buying time* within which long- 
run forces can help us along the road we wish to go. If the price of the 
ntime* th<* t we shall thus be buying will be the maintenance of our tax burdens 
for a longer period than some had hoped, we should remember that there is
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no solution of the doll..r dilemma which will be without its price in 
doll .re* The dollar dilemma, I h^ve argued, is an Aaerican dileir>&a more 
thsn it is an European dileiam} and no degree of unwillingness to face up 
to this fact will exempt us from the consequences that will follow from trie 
hard realities which the dile»waa entails.
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